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Relatore
Note di presentazione
BET is a treatment modality especially developed for in-patients with severe and complex mental disorders in combination with excessive suicidal behaviorAmong 40 % of the patients are diagnosed with schizophrenia spectrum disorder In 2008, I attended a 5 days’ workshop with Patricia Crittenden To hear about the DMM was nothing less than a revelation Since then, BET has been a DMM-informed treatment modalityAnd DMM-information has proven very usefulWhile the average treatment time in 2008 was 13 months, it is now 5 … That is a 60 % reductionI would say that the DMM is accountable for at least 50 % of that achievement  BET is organized as a project in Vestre Viken Hospital Trust in Norway We have a hospital ward with 6 beds, and receive referrals from all over Norway The last years we have been contacted by health services in other countries and asked if it’s possible to transfer patients from abroad to our treatment program Though our evidence is not very strong, there is no other documented effective treatment for this low functioning patient group In that respect, BET may be said to fill a void in the mental health care system  



The BET-patients
 Severe and complex mental disorders
 Severe psychosocial dysfunction (GAF < 35)
 Self-harm and suicide attempts 
 Polypharmacy 
 Hospitalizations (frequent and/or long term) 
 Ineffective cost-intensive treatment efforts
 Assumed to be treatment resistant

 Experience an impending fear of dissolving, falling 
apart or getting stuck in eternal pain
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The patients admitted to BET are marginalized … not only by their traumatic histories and non-response to treatment, but also by mental health care With reference to the DMM, the treatment they have been offered seems to have madethe A-strategy users more disconnected, and more passive, submissive and rigidand the C-strategy users more dysregulated, and more devious, demanding and threatening Our mandate is to do something else The first task is to counteract and reverse marginalizing interaction processes The second is to facilitate recovery and autonomy and enable these individuals to lead normal lives outside the walls of institutions  Almost without exception we find that the patients admitted to BET are experiencing an impending fear of dissolving, falling apart or getting stuck in eternal pain  Accordingly, their mental health problems may be seen as phobic conditions In this perspective, the mechanism that maintains and reinforces pathology and dysfunction is the patients’ habitual avoidance of existential fear This fear is in BET labelled existential catastrophe anxiety, or basal phobia, thereof the name of the treatment modality, basal exposure therapy  



DMM-informed BET interventions
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Exposure to existential catastrophe anxiety is the core intervention in BETTo prepare the patients for exposure therapy we have developed sets of BET-specific interventions which are adapted to respectively A, A+ and C and C+ strategiesDMM-information enables the BET team to systematically prevent and de-escalate behavioral disturbances, and thereby to normalize interaction between the patients and the BET-team Furthermore, DMM informs the establishment of a therapeutic relationship, or more correctly, therapeutic relationships, between the patient and members of the BET teamLastly, and most important, it helps establishing a sufficiently strong and stable working alliance with respect to the predefined BET treatment goals 3 times a week the members of the BET-team participate in group supervision where they engage in roleplay in order to enhance their skills in administering DMM-informed BET interventions



The BET-DMM evaluation procedure

• 4 team members

• First, independent evaluation made by each team 
member 

• Based on his/her own observations and interaction 
with the patient

3 = most prominent strategy

2 = second most prominent

1 = rare, but have been observed

Relatore
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To identify the BET patients’ protective strategies, we have implemented a cost-effective evaluation procedure People highly skilled in using DMM may find the procedure all too simplistic However, our treatment results may indicate that it serves our purposeThe procedure is far less time consuming than the Adult Attachment Interview, and in our experience, it is sufficient with regard to selecting and adapting BET-specific interventions to the individual patient We have made a manual with Extended descriptions of attachment strategies an individual evaluation sheet with condensed descriptions and a consensus evaluation form At least 4 team members participate in the consensus evaluation Based on his or her own observations and interaction with the patient, each team member uses the individual evaluation sheet to classify the patient’s behavior and responses 



BET-DMM Individual evaluation sheet: Kristoffer
Mark 3 strategies you have observed A and/or C (incl. A/C or AC)

Rank the strategies: 1 = most dominant, 2 = sometimes, 3 = is observed

A1-2 Short description Short description C1-2

A3 Short description Short description C3

A4 Short description Short description C4

A/C A/C

A5 Short description Short description C5

A6 Short description Short description C6

A7 Short description
Short description

C7-8

A8 Short description

AC AC

1

3

2
Short description

Short description
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Here’s an example This therapist, Kristoffer, has identified A6 as the most prominent strategy, A3 as the second, and he has also observed behavior associated with C3



BET-DMM Consensus evaluation, example
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Here’s the consensus evaluation form, where we have gathered all the 4 team members’ individual evaluation of this patient Finally, we use the overall picture that emerges to make a consensus evaluation of whether the patient should be classified as an A, A+, C or C+ 



DMM BET-Ward May 2018 – 6 patients
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In this slide, you can from a DMM perspective see the contours of everyday life at BET-section in May 2018 This overview is used to choose among the next patients on the waiting list in order to avoid compromising the expediency of the overall treatment context at the ward



BET-DMM: 5 major categories
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Since most BET-patients use a mix of strategies we also classify the patient’s behavioral patterns on an A to C scale This is A, A with sporadic use of C strategies, A/C, C with sporadic use of A strategies, and CHere are the same 6 patients classified on this scaleWhen we make a treatment plan, we also adjust it to the specific strategies that we identify by means of the consensus evaluation



Links to BET-articles in English 

• https://tidsskriftet.no/en/2018/03/ori
ginalartikkel/drug-free-after-basal-
exposure-therapy

• https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/
10.3389/fpsyt.2016.00198/full

the international association for the study of attachment
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To conclude my presentation …DMM-information makes the BET-team able to achieve BET-specific treatment goals in shorter time Thanks to the DMM, our hospital trust can offer high quality mental health services to patients for whom there are no other documented effective treatmentIn my view, DMM-information may enhance the effectiveness of all treatment of mental disorders The way DMM-information is used in BET to achieve BET-specific treatment goals may serve as an example for other treatment modalities that are used in mental health care

https://tidsskriftet.no/en/2018/03/originalartikkel/drug-free-after-basal-exposure-therapy
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyt.2016.00198/full
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To download program materials, click here
https://www.iasa-dmm.org/iasa-conference/
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Thank you for your attention

https://www.iasa-dmm.org/iasa-conference/
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